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Introduction  
This  guide explains  how to export lighting fixture XML files  from your MA2 desk and how to import 
them into disguise.  

XML files  allow you to import lighting fixtures  into disguise already configured for the 3D 
environment, us ing the data from your MA2. 

 

Chapters : 

01_ Lighting desk set-up 

02_ disguise Configuration 
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01_ Lighting desk set -up 

Patch 
Patch your different types  of fixtures to specifics  layers. 

 

S tage  setup 
Dis tribute  your fixtures on your 3D space. 
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Export the layers  

Once you have finished patching your fixtures  on different layers and place  them on the  3D space. Export the layers  as 
XML files  

 

You can find XML files in grandMA project folder: 

● Fixture  layers  > XML layer 
● Library > XML fixture   
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02_ disguise Configuration 
Open the  file location of your disguise  project.  Go to the  objects folder > create  a  new folder ca lled ‘XML File’ 

Store  or pas te your XML file   

 

Crea te a  new DMX Light 
Go to the  s tage menu > DMX light, press ‘+’ and create  a  new DMX light. For this  exercise  as  an example , we are 
going to use the  ARRI skypanel 30c in mode 24. 
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Fixture configuration  
Go to Fixture  and create a new fixture type.  

Set the number of channels  to 9. The skypanel 30c has  9 channels in mode 9. 

 
Driver 
Create  new driver as  generic  lamp driver. The driver is the  DMX personality for the RGBW engine.  

● Dimmer is  channel 1 
● Red Channel 5 
● Green Channel 6 
● Blue Channel 7 
● White  Channel 8 
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Set the res t of the channels a t 0. Ensure the  pan and tilt parameters  are  se t to 0 as  well. 

 

Create  2 new commands to enable  full RGBW control and colour mixing. The Dimmer channel 1 has to be  set a t 255 

and Cross-fade to Colour channel 4 a t 255.  

 

Set the patch of the  fixtures  like  your path in MAII 
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Loading the XML file 
● Once you have configured your fixture, we need to load the  XML file  with the  information of the layer of MAII. 

Go to the  XML options  and load from the  lis t the des ired XML file . 

 

If the  XML file  is  correct, load the  fixture will be  pos itioned correctly on the visualizer and automatically adjus t the  
resolution to the amount of fixtures in the XML file .  
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Outputting DMX data  
To output DMX data  to the  fixture. You will have to create a DMX device . Please  follow the  ins tructions  of our user 
guide , link below: 

DMX device 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://help.disguise.one/Content/Configuring/Devices/Common-Devices/DMX.html?Highlight=dmx
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